


Unit 6 Ice Worlds
Key Words

barren (adj) – NrHKaom

breeding cycle (n) – rsdK;yGm;rI oHo&m

chick (n) - Muuf iSufaygufp

climate change (n) – &moDOwkajymif;vJrI

endangered (adj) – tEå&m,f jzpfaponf? 

ab;oifhonf

exposed (adj) – xif&Sm;jrifomapaom 

huddle (v) – a&maxG;xm;onf

native (adj) – rlvjzpfaom? Zmwdjzpfaom

snow-capped (adj) – ESif;cJrsm;jzifh zHk;vTrf;aeaom 

(awmifxdyf)

yield [of a crop] (n) – oD;ESHxGufEIef;

 A view of Webb Island, Antarctica.
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6.1 Antarctic Summer (00:00 – 10:54)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What do you remember about the 
Arctic and Antarctica from Unit 1?

2. Complete the text using the words in the box. 

Antarctica
Antarctica is the Earth's southernmost 
__________a.. It is on the South Pole. At 5.4 
million sq mi (14.0 million km2 , it is the fth
largest continent in area after Asia, Africa, North 
America, and __________b. America. 

About 98% of Antarctica is covered by ice. This 
ice averages at least 1.0 mile (1.6 kilometres) in 
thickness. Additionally, Antarctica is surrounded 
by sea ice. The size of Antarctica changes 
throughout the year as the sea ice retreats and 
advances with the seasons.

Antarctica, on average, is the coldest, driest, 
and __________c. continent. It is also the highest 
of all the continents (the South Pole is 9,300 
ft (2,835 m) above sea level). It has yearly 
precipitation of only 8 inches (200 mm) near 
the sea and even less inland. Because of this it 
is classed as a __________d.. No humans live in 
Antarctica permanently. Only plants and animals 
that can survive the extreme cold can live there. 
Antarctic animals include __________e. and 
penguins. Plant life includes some grass and 
shrubs but no trees.

south  continent desert windiest seals

B  As you watch

1. Why are the adelie penguins migrating to 
Antarctica?

2. Why are the petrels migrating to Antarctica?
3. Why are the skuas migrating to Antarctica?
4. Why does spring start earlier at the Antarctic 

Peninsula?
5. What mammal is also migrating to Antarctica?

C  After you watch

1. Find Antarctica on the map on page 142. Find 
the Antarctic Peninsula. What continent is it 
nearest to? 

2. Read the pairs of facts about Antarctica and tick 
the correct fact in each pair.

a. i.  9% of all the world’s ice is found at Antarctica. 
ii. 90% of all the world’s ice is found at Antarctica.

b. i.  Antarctica is as large as the USA. 
ii. Antarctica is the largest continent on Earth.

c. i.  A “nunatak” is the exposed peak of a mountain. 
ii. A “nunatak” is a storm in the middle of the day.

d. i.  The ice at Antarctica less than a mile wide. 
ii. The ice at Antarctica is over a mile deep.

e. i.  In summer, more than 30% of Antarctica is  ice-free. 
ii. In summer, less than 3% of Antarctica is ice-free.
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6.2 Antarctica – Winter (10:54 – 17:20)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss and answer the questions.
a. What is winter like in your country?

b. What do you think winter is like in Antarctica?

c. What problems do you think animals will face 
in winter in Antarctica?

B  As you watch

1. How much bigger does Antarctica become in 
winter?

2. What animals arrive at Antarctica in winter and 
where do they come from?

3. Which animal, the male or the female, looks 
after the egg through the winter?

4. What does the temperature fall to in winter?

C  After you watch

1. What example of competition between the 
penguins did you see?

2. What example of cooperation between the 
penguins did you see?

3. Read the text about seasons and complete the 
table showing the seasons at the North and 
South Poles.

Seasons in the South

In the southern hemisphere, the seasons are 
the opposite of the northern hemisphere. 
When it is summer in the north, it is winter 
in the south. This is the same at the North 
and South poles: when there is 24 hours of 
sunlight at the North Pole, there is 24 hours of 
darkness at the South Pole.

Season North Pole South Pole

a. Spring Mar-May
b. Summer

c. Autumn

d. Winter

a.
4. Birds

Birds are the only animals that have feathers. A bird’s 
wings have the same bones as a human arm, but they 
are arran ed differentl . There are more than , 00 
known species of birds, from the 2 ¼ inch (63 mm) bee 
hummingbird to the 9-foot-tall (2.7 m) ostrich.

All birds:
• are vertebrates.
• are warm-blooded.
• have wings and feathers.
• lay eggs with hard, waterproof shells. 

Some birds:
• cannot .

Animal Class: A guide to Animal Classifications

 Flightless: over millions of years, penguins 
ha e lost the a ility to y. hey now se their 
wings only for swimming.

Is it a Bird?
Are the following 
animals birds? Why?

a. a chicken
b. a dra on
c. a draco lizard
d. a bat
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b. c. d.a.

e.

6.3 The Arctic – Spring and Summer  

(17:20 – 41:20)

A  Before you watch

1. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. hat t o differences are there et een the 

Arctic and Antarctica?

b. hat t o thin s can e sed to de ne hat 
the Arctic is?

The Arctic
The Arctic is a polar region at the northernmost 
part of the Earth. The Arctic is not a continent 
(like Antarctica is). It is a large frozen area of the 
Arctic Ocean as well as parts of Russia, Alaska, 
Canada, Greenland and four other countries. 

There are different de nitions of hat the rctic 
is. ne de nition sa s that it is e er thin  north 
of 66°N. Another says that it is "the region 
where the average temperature for the warmest 
month (July) is below 10 °C (50 °F)".

Unlike Antarctica, humans live at the Arctic. 
The average temperature is higher than at 
Antarctica, so many different groups of people 
have adapted to life in the Arctic. 

B  As you watch

1. Complete the table about the diets of Arctic 
animals in the video.

Animal Eats How it gets food

a. eider 
duck

b. musk 
oxen

c. Arctic 
fox

d. Arctic 
wolf

e. Polar 
bear

C  After you watch

1. Identify the animals in the pictures.
2. Find the Arctic on the map on page 125. What 

countries or territories are within the Arctic 
Circle (above 66°N)?
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6.4 Antarctica – Spring (41:20 – 48:36)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What do you remember about 
Antarctica’s winter and the penguins from 6.2?

B  As you watch

1. In Antarctica, how long does the sun stop 
shining for in winter?

2. What has the male penguin saved inside him?
3. What is the “hope” for the male penguins?
4. What do the penguin chicks eat?
5. What can happen to chicks without mothers? 

Why?
6. What do the chicks do to keep warm?

C  After you watch

1. Label the diagram of the penguins’ breeding 
cycle.
a. walk to the breeding grounds

b. penguins leave the ocean

c. females return

d. females leave to feed

e. males take the eggs to keep through winter

f. males and females mate

g. chicks hatch

h. chicks leave for the ocean

i. father feeds them

j. males leave to feed

k. chicks grow but huddle together for warmth

    . M  

. 

. M

. 

. 
. 

. 

. 

. . 

. 
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A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What do you remember about the 
polar bear family from 6.3?

B  As you watch

1. Do the polar bear family still live together?
2. What are the “bigger changes” that the 

video talks about?

C  After you watch

1. What do you know about it? What do you 
want to know about it? Complete the table.

Things I know about 
climate change

Things I want to know 
about climate change

2. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. Has the Earth’s climate changed in the 

past? How?

b. Do scientists think it will change in the 
future? How?

3. Discuss the questions in groups.
a. What are three natural causes of climate 

chan e and ho  do o  thin  each affects 
the climate?

b. What are two human-made causes of 
climate change and how do you think 
each affects the climate

c. oo  at the effects of climate chan e. or 
each, can you explain how climate change 
might cause these things to happen?

d. Do you see any evidence of climate 
change around you or in the news? Can 
you give examples?

Climate Change

The climate of the Earth sometimes changes, 

and it becomes warmer or colder. For example, 

between 100,000 and 10,000 years ago, there was 

an ice age. Ice covered most of North America 

and northern Europe. About 8,000 years ago, the 

temperature rose again and the ice age ended.

natural Climate Change

There are many natural causes of climate 

change. Three major causes are volcanoes, the 

Earth’s orbit around the Sun, and the Sun itself.

human-made Climate Change

Over the last 100 years, the Earth has got 

warmer. Some scientists call this global	warming. 

Last century, the average temperature of the 

Earth rose by 0.6°C, and 19 of the hottest 20 

years have happened since 1980. Some scientists 

believe that by 2100, Earth will become 2-5°C 

hotter than it is now. This could have many big 

effects on people and the environment.

Almost all climate scientists agree that some 

global warming is caused by human activity. There 

are two major causes of human-made global 

warming: burning fossil fuels and deforestation.

The Effects of Climate Change

There are many possible effects of climate change 

on humans and the environment, including: 

•	 more	natural	disasters	such	as	cyclones,	floods	
and droughts

•	 the melting of sea ice at the poles

•	 the rise of sea levels

•	 food shortages because of natural disasters

•	 increased risk of disease

•	 loss of species

6.5 A New World (48:36 – End)
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Unit 6: Ice Worlds -

Focus on Myanmar

MyAnMAr'S ColdEST PlACES
Putao and Hkakabo Razi

Putao is the northernmost town in Myanmar. It is on 
the bank of Namlaung River. The weather here is cold 
here all year round, and the town is only accessible 
by road during the summer. The area around Putao 
is also well-known for its rare birds and orchids. The 
"black orchid" (Paphiopedilum) grows only in the 
mountains east and west of Putao. Some of the rarest 
and most endangered animal species in the world 
such as the takin, the red panda, black bear, and black 
deer, are native to this region. 

Hkakabo Razi is snow-capped all year round. At 
19,294 feet (5,881 metres), it is the highest mountain 
in South East Asia. It is part of the Eastern Himalayas. 
Like the main Himalayas, these mountains are heavily 
affected by the monsoon. 

Hkakabo Razi National Park covers 2,369 square miles. 
Within it are broad-leaved rain forest, a sub-tropical 
temperate zone from 8,000 to 9,000 feet (2,400–2,700 
m), broad-leaved forest; and coniferous snow forest. 

Above 11,000 feet (3,400 m), the highest forest zone is 
alpine, different in history and origin from the other 
forests. Still higher up, around 15,000 feet (4,600 m), 
cold, barren, windswept terrain and permanent snow 
and glaciers dominate. At around 17,500 feet (5,300 
m), there is a large ice cap with several outlet glaciers.

Some scientists believe that Myanmar's glaciers are 
shrinking because of climate change. Glaciers close 
to Hkakabo Razi have shrunk by up to 37% in sixty 
years, and images (below) of the glaciers show a much 
smaller area than 30 years ago.

1. Why do you think Putao is only accessible by road during the summer?
2. What rare plants and animals live around this area?
3. Which mountain range is Hkakabo Razi connected to?
4. What kind of trees grow because of the different climate zones within the national park?
5. What has happened to the glaciers at Hkakabo Razi and why?
6. Why do you think Hkakabo Razi is snow-capped year round? Give information from the text to 

support your answer.

Hkakabo Razi, the highest mountain in Myanmar.

The road to Putao.

Hkakabo Razi glaciers in 1986 (left) and 2009 (right).
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Additional Activities

1. According to this map, what are three countries or areas whose agricultural yields could possibly 
increase by 25% or more in the future? 

2. What kind of climate do these countries have now? How could that change?
3. Why might this increase be possible if climate change continues?
4. According to the map, what are three countries whose yields will decrease by 25% or more as a result 

of climate change?
5. What kind of climate do these countries have now? How could that change?
6. The photos below show an impact of climate change in a different location. How has climate change 

affected that place? For each, explain what you think has happened.

Atlanta, Georgia, USA Northern Canada Dadaab, Kenya, East Africa

Skills Work
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Key Words
cereal (n) – aumufyJoD;ESHrsm;jzifh pDrHjyKvkyfxm;aom 

reufpm pm;aomufzG,f

edible (adj) – pm;oHk;&aom

export (v) – ydkUukef

food pyramid (n) – tpmyd&rpf

food web (n)  – tpmuGif;quf

grassland (n) – jrufcif;jyif

hectare (n) – [ufwm (ae&mao tus,ft0ef;)

matriarch (n) – trsdK;orD;acgif;aqmif/

primary consumer (n) – rlvpm;oHk;ol

plateau (n) – ukef;jyifjrifh

pride (n) – jcaoFhtkyf

pollination (n) – 0wfrIHul;jcif;

reproduce (v) – rsdK;yGm;jcif;

scrub (n) – csHKxaemif;awm

secondary consumer (n) – 'kwd,tqifh pm;oHk;ol

sow (v) – rsdK;BuJonf? pdkufonf

staple [food] (n) – yHkrSefpm;oHk;aom tpm;tpm

starve (v) – qmavmifaom

steppe (n) – at;í ajcmufaoGYaom a'owGif&Sdaom 

jrufcif;vGifjyif

subcontinent (n) – wdkufMuD;rsm;\ wpdwfwa'o 

(Oyrm - awmiftmz&duwkduf)

tertiary consumer (n) – wwd,tqifh pm;oHk;ol

trophic level (n) – tpmuGif;qufwGif &Sdaom 

tpmxkyfvkyfolESifh pm;oHk;ol tqifhqifh

waterhole (n) – a&rsm;pkpnf;&m csdKifhcGuf

Unit 7 Great Plains
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7.1 Grasslands (00:00 – 08:48)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What is grass? Where does it grow, 
and what do humans use it for?

2. Read the text and mark the statements true or 
false. If false, explain why.
a. Grass does not grow easily or quickly.

b. A graminoid is a type of grass.

c. Some grasses can be eaten.

d. Edible grasses are called rice.

e. The edible grasses that humans eat every day 
are called staples.

f. Bamboo can be used for cooking.

Grasses
Grasses are one of the most important 
groups of plants on Earth. They are equally 
as important for humans and for animals. 
One of the most important features of grass 
is its a ilit  to ro  fast in di c lt climates 
and conditions. This means that it can ro  
anywhere where there is some rain. The 
scienti c name for rasses is raminoid , and 
incl ded in that ro p are cereals and bamboo. 

Cereals
Cereals are edible grasses. Humans have 

ro n rice, heat and corn for tho sands of 
ears. These cereals are called staples. Staples 

are the food that gives humans most of their 
energy in their diets. They are also important 
for the animals that live on the grasslands 
around the world.

Bamboo
The other important grass for humans is 
bamboo. This is truer in Asia than in any 
other part of the world. Bamboo has many 

ses, incl din  food, ildin , f rnit re and 
traditional medicines.

B  As you watch

1. What great migration is happening in the 
video?

2. How many Mongolian gazelle live in the Central 
Asian Steppe?

3. Why do they all come together to calve?
4. What class of animal is the red-billed quelea?
5. How big is the flock?

C  After you watch

1. Label the diagram of the grass plant with the 
words below.
a. roots

b. stem

c. leaf

i. flowerhead

ii. node

iii._____
iv._

v._____

A basic diagram of the parts of a grass plant

2. Answer the questions.
a. If you are a grazer, what are the advantages 

of living in these grasslands?

b. In what ways is the grass attacked or 
damaged in the video?

c. Why can grass continuously support species?

d.  According to the video, how is grass able to 
grow again so quickly?

3. Discuss these questions in groups.
a. What grasses (cereals and bamboos) do you 

use? 
b.  What would you use if you didn’t have 

them?
c. How important are grasses for your 

community?
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7.2 The Arctic Tundra (08:48 – 22:12)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What do you remember about the 
Arctic, the Arctic tundra and food chains?

2. Read the text about food webs and answer the 
questions about the diagram.
a. What is the producer?

b. What are the primary consumers?

c. What are the secondary consumers? 

d. What is the tertiary consumer?

Food Webs
You saw in 4.3 that there are producers 

and consumers in a food chain. A food 
web is made of all the food chains in an 

ecosystem. It shows us where organisms’ 

energy and nutrients can come from.

All energy on Earth comes from the Sun, so 

in a food web (or chain), there must be a 

producer which takes the Sun’s energy and 

transfers it into another form.

There are three basic levels (called 

trophic levels) to a food web: producers, 

primary consumers and secondary 
consumers. Producers are plants, (grasses 

and trees). They take energy from sunlight 

and nutrients from the ground. Primary 

consumers are grazers; they eat plants for 

their energy and nutrients. The secondary 

consumers are predators; they eat the 

grazers.

Additionally, there are also tertiary 
consumers in many ecosystems. Tertiary 

consumers are large predators. They will 

eat primary or secondary consumers.

B  As you watch

1. What example of competition can you see 
between the geese?

2. Why is the tundra a good place for grazers?
3. Which predator has been waiting for the geese 

to arrive?
4. Which predator is following the migration of a 

grazer?
5. Write the name of the animal next to the name 

of its young.
a. calf - __________

b. gosling - __________

c. cub - __________

C  After you watch

1. Complete the table using the information in the 
video and the information in the text box.

Organism Trophic level Gets energy from

a. Grass

b. Geese

c. Arctic 
fox

d. Wolf

e. Caribou

2. What trophic level (seen in the text and 
diagram) is missing from the table?

3. Draw a food web of the Arctic tundra. Include 
the animals from 6.3 and any other animals 
that they eat. Watch 6.3 again and do additional 
research if necessary.

4. Do you think any of the animals are tertiary 
consumers? Why?
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7.3 Prairies and Veldt (22:12 – 26:36)

A  Before you watch

1. Find the North American Prairies (on the 
map on pages 126 and 127) and the southern 
African Veldt (130 and 131) based on these 
descriptions.

The prairies begin in Canada. They form an 
area to the east of the Rockies and across to 
Saskatoon. They follow the Rockies south and go 
through the USA, ending south of Austin, Texas 
and east of Kansas City in Kansas.

Veldt is a type of wide open rural landscape in 
Southern Africa. Particularly, it is a flat area 
covered in grass or low scrub, especially in the 
countries of South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland, 
Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia. 

B  As you watch

1. Read the text and mark the statements true or 
false. If false, explain why.
a. There are 60 million bison on the prairies.

b. There is enough grass for the bison herds all 
year.

c. Not all of the bison will mate.

d. The female ison ht each other.

C  After you watch

1. Read the text and label the parts of the diagram 
with the underlined words.

2. Why do you think that grasses do not have 
bright colourful flowers but insect-pollinated 
plants do? 

Pollination
Pollination is the process through which 
plants reproduce. When a plant is pollinated, 
it can produce seeds. These seeds can then 
create new plants. 

ollination happens in the o ers of plants. 
nside the o er are male parts called 

stamens 1.. They produce pollen 2., which sits 
on the stamen. lso in the middle of the 

o er is a female part, called a pistil 3.. t the 
top of the pistil is the sti ma 4., which is also 
stic . ollen needs to mo e from a stamen to 
a sti ma, then do n the pistil into the o le 5.. 
n the o le, ne  seeds are prod ced. 

ost plants do not pollinate themsel es self
pollination) so they need help to pollinate 
other plants cross pollination . There are t o 
main a s that plants pollinate   insects or 

 ind.
Insect Pollination
nsects s ch as ees are er  important in 

pollination. an  o erin  plants prod ce a 
s eet food called nectar. ees  from plant 
to plant collecting the nectar. When they land 
on the o er, pollen stic s to their od . 

hen the  mo e to another o er, some 
pollen ill land on the sti ma of that plant. 
Wind Pollination
Grasses are wind pollinated. They do not use 
insects to pollinate. nstead the ind mo es 
pollen from one plant to another. 

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

  canola field in the anadian rairies
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7.4 Tibet and India’s Grasslands (26:30 – 36:39)

A  Before you watch

1. Find India and Tibet on the map on pages 136 
and 137. What separates them?

2. Discuss: From what you have learned about 
weather (1.4, 3.1, 5.1), what can you predict 
about the climates of northern India and 
southern Tibet?

B  As you watch

1. What is the effect of the Himalayas on Tibet?
2. What is the purpose of the competition 

between the male wild asses?
3. Is the pika a predator or a grazer?
4. What animal preys on the pika?
5. What is the effect of the Himalayas on northern 

India?
6. Why does elephant grass have that name?
7. What are the examples of very large and very 

small grazers in India?

C  After you watch

1. Read the text, look at the picture, then write 
a paragraph comparing northern India and 
southern Tibet. The words in the box may help.

dry grey long grass dusty lush green

THE HIMALAYAS AND THEIR 
EFFECT ON CLIMATE
The Himalayas have a big effect on the climate 
of India and the Tibetan Plateau. They stop very 
cold, dry Arctic winds from blowing south into 
the subcontinent. This keeps South Asia warm. 
They also form a barrier for the monsoon winds, 
stopping them from travelling northwards. 
These winds cause heavy rainfall in northern 
India, Nepal and Bhutan. The Himalayas also 
play an important part in the formation of 
Central Asian deserts such as the Taklamakan 
and Gobi deserts. 

The Himalayas, with India and Nepal to the south 
and Tibet to the north.

2. What is the name for the brown coloured land 
in the picture above?

3. Is there a similar area in your country? Where?

 Karakoram-West Tibetan 
Plateau alpine steppe near 
Ladakh, India.
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A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What do you know about Africa? What 
animals live in its grasslands?

2. Look at the summary and predict which words 
(below) fill the gaps.

nighttime dangerous drink hunt 
waterhole cooler attack thirsty

Danger on the Savannah

 ~ African elephants must __________a. 
daily.
 ~ The matriarch leads her elephants 
to a __________b..
 ~ The elephants must share the water 
with other __________c. animals.
 ~ More elephants arrive in the night. 
They travel in the dark because it is 
__________d..
 ~ Lions do not usually __________e. 
elephants, but at __________f. they are 
able to __________g. and kill a small 
elephant.
 ~ The elephants know that the 
lions are __________h. but they need 
water, so they have to stay at the 
waterhole with them.

B  As you watch

1. Which picture shows a pride and which shows 
a herd?

b.a.

2. What brings herds back to the savannah?
3. What brings grass back to the savannah?
4. Which animal lives on the savannah all the 

time?

C  After you watch

1. Check your predictions from A2.

2. Read the text about food pyramids. Why is the 
food pyramid wider at the bottom than at the 
top?

3. What would happen if the pyramid was wider 
at the top and thinner at the bottom?

4. How is a food pyramid different from a food 
chain or a food web?

5. How is it the same?

Simple Food Pyramids
We have used food chains and food webs 

to show how plants and animals use each 

other for energy: a food chain is a group of 

plants and animals which use each other 

for food energy and a food web is all of the 

possible food chains in the ecosystem. 

Scientists also use food pyramids (or 

trophic pyramids) to show how much 

energy (or how many organisms) there are 

at each trophic level. For example, in the 

food pyramid below, the lions are at the top. 

There are fewer of them and they take their 

energy from the primary consumers, such 

as giraffes. There are many more giraffes 

than lions. There must be; if there were 

more lions that giraffes, they would eat 

them all and there would be no food to eat. 

Below the giraffes are the producers. Again, 

there are more producers than primary 

consumers. If there were more consumers 

than producers, they would eat all the 

plants and also starve.

7.5 African Savannah (36:39 – End)
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Unit 7: Great Plains - 

Focus on Myanmar | Skills Work

MyAnMAr riCE
The most important cereal in the country | Information from http://ricepedia.org/myanmar

Myanmar is the world's sixth biggest rice producer. 
Rice is the staple food of everyone in Myanmar. The 
average person in Myanmar eats 310 pounds (141 kg, 
86.5 viss) of rice per year. Because rice is the staple 
food of Myanmar, it is necessary for the food security 
of the whole country.

It is also an important crop for Myanmar's economy; 
In colonial times Myanmar was the biggest exporter 
of rice in the world. In 2010, Myanmar produced 33 

million tons of rice and exported 122,000 tons to 
other countries. 

There are many different types of rice in the world 
and they have evolved to grow in their local climate. 
Therefore, different kinds of rice can grow in different 
parts of Myanmar and at different times. Some types 
are sown during the monsoon. Some types, such 
as deepwater rice only grow in the lowland of the 
Ayeyarwaddy Delta. Rainfed rice is sown in lower 
Myanmar, in Yangon and Bago Regions. In upper 
Myanmar, irrigation is needed to grow enough rice.

Since 2010, the Myanmar government has been trying 
to increase rice production and rice exports, but the 
country still faces problems. Many farmers are poor, 
and can't buy modern equipment. Transporting rice is 
difficult because of poor roads and railways. 

To increase rice production, more money for farmers 
(such as microloans, where farmers borrow small 
amounts of money), improved roads and new storage 
buildings are necessary. Additionally, if the price of 
paddy increased, farmers would make more money 
from rice farming, and be able to grow more.

1. Answer the questions.
a. Why does food security in Myanmar 

depend on rice?
b. How much rice did Myanmar sell abroad in 

2010?
c. What kind of rice can only grow in the 

Ayeyarwaddy Delta region of Myanmar?
d. What needs to change to make Myanmar a 

bigger exporter of rice?
2. Discuss and answer the questions.

a. What do you think has happened to 
Myanmar's production since colonial times?

b. List the ways Myanmar could help farmers 
to improve rice production.

3. Choose three areas of Myanmar on the map –
one where you come from, one you have visited 
before, and one where you hope to go one day. 
a. What is the highest number of hectares (ha) 

sown (farmed) with rice in these places?
b. How many tonnes of rice/cereal grains are 

produced in these places? Use the average 
amount (if the chart shows 300,000 - 
400,000, use 350,000). 

4. Put your data about the number of hectares 
sown and amount of grain produced into a bar 
chart.

5. Which of the three areas has the highest yield of 
rice and cereals? Why do you think that is? Use 
evidence from the data and graphs to form your 
conclusion.

Rice farmers working in the fields in Myanmar.
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Key words
biodiversity (n) – ZD0rsdK;uGJ

cannibalise (v) – pufypönf;tpdwftykdif;wpfcktm; 

tjcm; pufypönf;wGif wyfqifokH;pGJonf

carbon dioxide (n) – umAGef'kdifatmufqkd'f

chlorophyll (n) – uvkd½dkzD; 

(opfyif?t&Gufrsm;wGifawGU&Sd&onfh tpdrf;a&mif"mwf)

complex (n) – taqmufttHkwpfck\ wGJvsufyg&Sdaom 

tpktpnf;rsm;

copulation (n) – umrqufqHonf? rdwfvkdufonf 

(wd&dpämef)

decay (n) – tysuftpD;? tykyftaqG;

decomposer (n) – tykyftaqG;? tysuftpD; rSD0J 

wd&dpämefrsm;

disperse (v) – jyefYESHUoGm;aponf

fertilise (v) – &Sifoefaponf

a n  (n) – tjrpfrQif 

fossil record (n) – ausmufjzpf½kyfMuGif;rSwfwrf;

fungi (n) – rId (opfaqG;? opfykyfwkdYwGif aygufonfh 

a&nd§)

generalist (n) – rnfonfh uGJjym;onfh tpmrsdK;ukdrqkd? 

okdYr[kwf rnfonfhae&m0ef;usifwGifrqkd pm;okH;um 

aexkdif ouf&SifEkdifonfh owÅ0g

glucose (n) – uvl;ukdUpf

humidity (n) – avxktwGif; pdkxdkif;rI yrmP

metamorphosis (n) – ykd;wkH;vkH;b0rS 

tif;qufykd;aumifokdY ul;ajymif;oGm;jcif;

old-growth (adj) – oufwef;&ifh a&S;a[mif;opfawm

photosynthesis (n) – aea&mifjzifh tpmcsufjcif;

primate (n) – EkdYwkdufowÅ0g

rainforest (n) – rdk;opfawm^tNrJpdrf;awm 

(tylykdif;rdk;&GmoGef;onfh a'orS)

specialist (n) – uRrf;usifol (tpm;taomufwpfcktm; 

pm;Ekdif&ef okdYr[kwf ae&ma'owpfckwGif aexkdif 

ouf&SifEkdif&ef uRrf;usif avhusifhxm;ol)

sperm (n) – okwf&nf

Unit 8 Jungle

 Smoke among the trees in the tropical rainforest of Pulau Perhentian Kecil, Malaysia.
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A  Before you watch

1. Discuss and answer the questions.
a. Where are the tropical rainforests (jungles)? 

b. What is the climate like in these parts of the 
world?

2. Read the text and label the diagram with 
information from the text about each layer.

rainforest Structure

Rainforest Layers
Rainforests have four main layers: the emergent, 
the canopy, the understory and the forest floor.
The emergent layer is at the top. Only a few of the 
tallest trees reach this high, up to 60 m from the 
ground.
The canopy is the second layer. Most of the 
largest trees – 30–45 m tall – are here. The 
most biodiversity is in the forest canopy. Some 
scientists think that up to 50 percent of all plant 
species on Earth are found there. 
The next layer is the understory. It is about 15-
30m from the ground. It is home to birds, snakes, 
and lizards, as well as bigger predators such as 
jaguars and leopards. There is also a lot of insect 
life. Only about 5 percent of the sunlight shining 
on the rainforest reaches the understory. 
The forest floor gets only two percent of the 
sunlight. The plants here have adapted to low 
light. There is not much vegetation because so 
little sunlight reaches it. It contains dead plants 
and animals, which decay quickly in the warm, 
humid environment. Many forms of fungi grow 
here. They help decay the animal and plant waste. 

a.

b.

c.

d.

B  As you watch

1. How much of the Earth’s land is made up of 
jungle/tropical rainforest?

2. How many of the world’s species live in the 
jungle?

3. According to the video, what has to happen if 
the forest is to remain healthy?

4. What do young seeds compete for on the forest 
floor?

C  After you watch

1. Read the text and label the diagram correctly.
i. carbon dioxide from air into leaves

ii. oxygen out into the air 

iii. energy from sunlight

iv. water in through roots

v. glucose back into plant

What Is Photosynthesis?
Photosynthesis is how plants get their energy. 
The  can t mo e aro nd to nd food, so the  
make their food where they are. However, they 
need three things: sunlight, water and carbon 
dioxide.

Plants take in carbon dioxide through their 
leaves and water through their roots. The 
leaves change the water and carbon dioxide 
into glucose and oxygen. The plants use the 
glucose as food and they release the oxygen. 

They use the Sun’s energy to power the whole 
process. A chemical called chlorophyll traps 
sunlight. Its colour is green. This is why almost 
all plants are green.

a. ___

b. ___

d. ___

c. ___

e. ___

how Photosynthesis Works

2. Find Papua New Guinea on the map on pages 
140 and 141. What seas surround the island in 
the east and west?

8.1 Into the Jungle (00:00 – 09:30)
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8.2 Monkeys and Mating (10:20 – 22:23)

5. Amphibians

Amphibians are animals that live part of their lives in 
water and part on land. They live in moist places or 
near water to keep their bodies from drying out.

All amphibians:
• are vertebrates.
• are cold-blooded.
• have skin, not scales.
• breathe through their skin.
• lay eggs.
• go through metamorphosis (young amphibians 

hatch from eggs, but do not look like their parents; 
as they develop, their body shape changes).

Animal Class: A guide to Animal Classifications

 Mating frogs: Frogs are probably the most well-known 
am hi ians  t how are they di erent to re tiles

Is it an Amphibian?
Are the following animals 
amphibians? Why?

a. a turaco
b. a toad
c. a preying mantis
d. a gecko

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss and answer the questions.
a. Which layer of the rainforest do you think 

monkeys live in?

b. What do you think they eat?

B  As you watch

1. What layer of the rainforest do most animals 
live in?

2. Why do trees flower or fruit at different times 
of the year?

3. What food do all the monkeys in the video love 
to eat?

C  After you watch

1. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. o  do  trees reprod ce
b. What form of cooperation, between plants 

and animals, is described in the text?

Reproduction in plants and animals
All species must reproduce to survive. Animals 
do this  matin . This is different in different 
species, but usually this is through copulation. 
during copulation, the sperm of a male 
fertilises a female. After fertilisation, one or 
more babies will grow inside the female, and 
then she will either lay eggs or give birth days, 
weeks or months later.

lants reprod ce differentl . o  ha e seen 
how plants use insects for pollination: insects 
help them fertilise and produce seeds. Many 
plants also use animals to disperse their seeds 
to other places. They do this with fruit. Animals 
need to eat, and fruits are often sweet and 
full of energy. They also have seeds inside. 
Animals eat the fruit and then move to other 
places. The animals’ bodies cannot digest the 
hard seeds and they pass through the animals 
bodies back into the ground. Those seeds can 
then begin to grow into new plants.
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8.3 Fungi and Decomposers (22:23 – 28:08)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: What are fungi and what do they do?
2. Read the text and complete the diagram of the 

food cycle using the phrases below.
i. Decomposers take energy from the sun 

and nutrients from dead producers and 
consumers.

ii. Producers take energy from the sun and 
nutrients from the soil.

iii. Nutrients go from decomposers into the soil.

iv. Secondary consumers take energy and 
nutrients from primary consumers.

v. Primary consumers take energy and nutrients 
from producers.

You have looked at food chains, food webs 

and food pyramids, and have seen that 

plants and animals need to get energy and 

nutrients from somewhere. There is one 

other important part of the food chain in an 

ecosystem – decomposers.

Decomposers, such as fungi, feed on the 

dead – dead plants, trees and animals. This 

process is called decay. Decomposers take 

nutrients from the dead, feed on them and 

then put them back into the ground. Plants 

can then take those nutrients and grow. 

This makes the food chain into a cycle. 

This cycle helps life in the ecosystem to 

continue.

Fungi are probably the most important 

decomposers. They are found in almost 

every ecosystem. Other important 

decomposers are worms and different 

kinds of bacteria.

Decomposers – 
Completing the 

Food Cycle

The food Cycle

a. ii 
b. ___

c. ___d. ___

e. ___

3. Predict the correct word in each sentence 
below.

Fungi
Low / high a. humidity creates 
the right conditions for decay. In 
temperate / tropical b. forests dead 
leaves create nutrients on the forest 

oor. o e er, that doesn t happen in 
temperate / tropical c. forests because 
nutrients are quickly consumed by fungi.

The fruiting body of fungi is 
visible / invisible d. but most of the 
fungi is underground. They have long 
filaments similar to roots / branches e.. 
The laments of f n i are connected to 
the roots / leaves f. of trees, so trees 
can quickly get the nutrients they need 
from the fungi.

Scientists think that there are almost 
one thousand / million g. kinds of fungi 
in the tropics.

B  As you watch

1. Check your predictions from A3. Were you 
correct?

C  After you watch

1. Why don’t nutrients stay in the soil in tropical 
rainforests?

2.  From the text and your understanding of the 
food cycle, write a sentence in your own words 
explaining whether rainforests could exist 
without fungi, and why.

3. Look at the map on pages 128 and 139. What 
large rivers flow through the Amazon basin?
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8.4 Specialisation (28:08 – 42:45)

A  Before you watch

1. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. hat is the difference et een eneralist and specialist species
b. How do rainforests encourage specialisation?

c. Why is there so much competition in the rainforest?

Specialisation and Specialists
There are man  a s to de ne or anisms  prod cers and cons mers, 
mammals and irds, etc. nother a  e can de ne them is as generalist 
or specialist species.  eneralist species can li e in different ha itats and 
can eat different plants or animals. eneralists can s all  s r i e and adapt 
very easily. Specialist species are the opposite. They have adapted so much 
that they can only eat certain foods and live in certain habitats. This is true of 
many organisms in the rainforest.

There is strong competition in the rainforests. Plants compete for sunlight 
and space, and animals compete for food. There is often a lot of food, but it 
can e o er a lar e area. nimals ha e to tra el a lon  a  to nd food. The 
competition causes animals and plants to develop very specialised habits 
and s ills. To a oid competition, animals, irds, insects and plants nd a s 
to nd food that are not alread  sed  other species. 

 The pitcher plant specialises in catchin  insects in its ater lled pitcher and di estin  them.

B  As you watch

1. Take notes on this part of the video and use them to complete the table. 

Organism Habitat Specialisation

a. cordyceps

b. colugo

c. pitcher 
plant

d. red crab 
spider

e. forest 
elephants

C  After you watch

1. What are the benefits of specialisation? What are its drawbacks?

2. Do you think humans are generalists or specialists? Why? Give reasons and examples.

3. Have there been any other examples of specialists in Planet Earth? If yes, what are they?
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A  Before you watch

1. Read the text and mark the statements true or 
false. If false, explain why.
a. Chimpanzees have leaders.

b. They can make their own weapons and tools.

c. Chimpanzees hunt other chimpanzees.

d. Sometimes chimps kills other chimps.

Chimpanzees
Chimpanzees (or “chimps”) are a species of 
primate which live only in Africa. 

Society and Lifestyle
Chimpanzees live in large groups, called 
troops, and have complex societies with alpha 
(leader) males and females. Mothers and their 
young are very close and the young stay with 
their mothers for up to seven years.

Intelligence
They are intelligent and can make and use 
tools. The  can se stic s to nd food and can 
use stones to open nuts. Also, some chimps 
may use sticks or stones to kill prey.

Hunting and Killing
Chimps hunt for prey in groups and will 
hunt and kill other primates (such as small 
monkeys). They will also attack and kill other 
chimp communities if they are too close, or 
if they want to take their food. Sometimes 
chimps will even cannibalise chimps from 
other communities.

B  As you watch

1. Which layers of the rainforest do chimpanzees 
live in?

2. Why are there lots of chimpanzees in the forest 
in Uganda?

3. What are the chimps trying to do in the video?
4. What two reasons for cannibalising dead 

chimps does the video suggest?
5. Why is there no dominant species in the 

rainforest?
6. What animal is the closest relative of the 

chimpanzee?

C  After you watch

1. What does the diagram below show?

2. Read the text and fill the gaps using the 
information in the diagram.

The Evolution of Chimpanzees 
and Humans

Common Ancestors of Primate Species

Human

Chimpanzee

Gorilla

Orangutan
12 7 4-6 << Ma (million years ago)

Humans are mammals; we have hair, feed 
milk to our young and have warm blood. 
We are also primates, like the chimpanzee. 
In fact, chimpanzees are the closest living 
species to humans. We are related to other 
primate species too, such as __________a. 
and __________b., but not as closely as to the 
chimpanzee.

Scientists know a lot about the evolution of 
primates. This is because of fossil evidence 
the  ha e fo nd. The different fossils from 
different times  help scientists to create a 
fossil record. This fossil record is like a map 
of a species’ history. It shows how they have 
evolved and changed over time.

We think that all primate species had a 
common ancestor about __________c. 
years ago. They evolved into two groups. 
One became the orangutans and the other 
became the common ancestor of humans, 
chimpanzees and __________d.. This group 
divided into two about seven million years 
ago and one group became the gorillas. About 
__________e. years ago, this group divided 
into two again. They became humans and 
chimpanzees.

8.5 Chimpanzees (42:45 – End)
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Unit 8: Jungle - 

Focus on Myanmar

ThE TAninThAryi forEST 

CoMPlEx 
And the Western Forest Complex in Thailand

The Tanintharyi Forest Complex is a huge rainforest 
covering around 30,000 square kilometres. It supports 
many important species. The Kayah-Karen Montane 
Rain Forests region ranks among the highest for bird 
and mammal species richness in Indochina. 

Altogether 153 mammal species, 490 bird species, 
41 reptiles and 108 species of fish are known to live 
in the area. Mammals include tigers, leopards, dhole, 

clouded leopards, ten species of primates, water 
buffalo, elephants and tapir. Birds include the globally 
threatened plain-pouched hornbill and the largest 
population of critically endangered Gurney's Pitta.

The area is now dominated by human use. Logging 
and farming have degraded the forest as it is cleared 
for intensive, cash crop agriculture. Additionally, 
increasing population pressure has forced travelling 
farmers to go deeper into the forest where old-growth 
forests are being cleared. Hunting is also a major 
threat to this region.

More than 100 adult tigers were photographed here 
from 2005-2010. However, there is space for larger 
numbers of tigers to live and breed, if hunting is 
stopped. If it is well managed, this important tropical 
rainforest area could one day hold the largest single 
tiger population in the world. However, Myanmar 
needs to act quickly. If it does not, its important and 
unique forests could disappear, and the animals which 
live there too.

 The Thung Yai Ramit River, which runs through the 
Western Forest Complex in Thailand.

1. Answer the questions about the text.
a. Why is this forest complex important?
b. What are some of the problems in this 

forest?
c. What could the forest sustain if managed 

properly? 
2. There are many forest types in Myanmar, 

including monsoon rainforests, seasonal forests 
and alpine forests. Why is Tanintharyi Region 
Myanmar’s only tropical rainforest?

3. How can humans and nature successfully share 
this area?

4. Research the species and complete the table.

Species Class 

(mammal, 

bird, etc)

What 

threatens it

found where 

else ?

Gurney’s 

Pitta

Clouded 

leopard

Malayan 

Tapir

Tectona 

Grandis

dhole

Plain-

pouched 

hornbill
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1. The process of photosynthesis happens in five steps. Put the steps in the correct order. 

i. The roots get water from the soil by pulling it up through the stem.

ii. Sunlight enters the leaf and chlorophyll traps it.

iii. When the plant has sunlight, CO2 and water, it is ready to make energy. The plant uses its 

energy to make sugar.

iv. Small holes in the leaves bring in CO2.

v. The plant releases oxygen.

a. ______________________________________________________________________________
b. ______________________________________________________________________________
c. ______________________________________________________________________________
d. ______________________________________________________________________________
e. ______________________________________________________________________________

2. Make a simple diagram, in the style of a comic strip, showing each of the five steps. Be sure to: 
draw clear pictures showing each step.
write what is happening in clear, simple words.
create a simple introduction and conclusion.

Skills Work

Additional Activities
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Key Words
algae (n) – arSmfyif? a&n§d

archipelago (n) – uRef;pk

coastline (n) – yifv,furf;½dk;wef;

coral (n) – oEmåausmuf 

n (n) – (ig;) ql;awmif

gill (n) – (ig;) yg;[uf

krill (n) – ork'´&mae ykZGefqdwfi,f

limb (n) – ajcvuft*Fg? ajcqHvufqH

plankton (n) – a&xJwGif&Sdaom (tyif? taumif)? 

arsmavS;

reef (n) – aomifcHk ausmufwef;/

spine (n) – ausm½dk;

Unit 9 Shallow Seas

 lgal loom o  the coast of o thern ngland.
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9.1 Tropical Shallows (00:00– 14:00)

A  Before you watch

1. Read the text and answer the questions
a. What does “interspecies” mean?

b. hat is the difference et een interspecies 
cooperation and symbiosis?

c. What does the coral depend on the plankton 
for?

d. What does the plankton depend on the coral 
for?

Interspecies Cooperation
There is always competition for food and 

territory in the animal world. Sometimes, 

animals (or plants) have evolved to form 

a relationship with another species which 

is not a ‘predator-prey’ relationship. This 

allows two species to share the same 

space and/or a food supply. This is called 

interspecies cooperation.

Sometimes, species can totally depend 

on each other for survival. This is called 

symbiosis.

The diagram below shows coral, which are 

sea animals. It also shows zooxanthelae, a 

plankton (a kind of plant). The plankton 

lives safely inside the coral and feeds 

on CO2. In return, the coral feeds on the 

plankton and gets the nutrients it needs.

B  As you watch

1. What do these numbers, percentages, sizes and 
amounts refer to?
a. 200 metres

b. 8%

c. 3 metres

d. 500 litres

e. 5 months

f. 2,000

g. 2 centimetres

C  After you watch

1. Would the relationship between the trivali, 
the yellow goatfish, and the banded sea kraits 
be considered competition, cooperation or 
symbiosis? Why?

2. What is the reason that this relationship is 
changing?

3. Look at the following examples and say 
whether they are competitive, cooperative or 
symbiotic relationships.
a. a honeyguide bird leading a honey badger to 

a bee hive, both eat the honey

b. large insects defending their territory by 
pushing away smaller insects

c. ees and o ers
d. t o different species of trees a sor in  the 

same nutrients in the soil
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A  Before you watch

1. Discuss: Read the statements. Are they true or 
false?
a. Grass grows underwater.

b. There are herds of grazers in the sea.

c. There are foot all elds nder ater.
d. Dolphins in Australia sometimes lie on the 

beach.

e. Seabirds can live in the desert.

f. ish se the ind to  across the desert.

B  As you watch

1. Look at the statements in 9.2A again. Are they 
true or false? If false, explain why.

2. Socotra cormorants have adapted to raise 
their young in the middle of the desert. What 
advantage does this provide them?

3. How have the cormorants adapted for surviving 
in this desert?

C  After you watch

1. What classes of animals are these?
a. dugongs

b. dolphins

c. socota cormorants

2. Describe the relationship between the Persian 
Gulf and the surrounding deserts. How is this 
isolated shallow sea so rich in life?

3. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. What parts of the bodies of sea mammals 

help us to understand their evolution?

b. What land mammal is related to the whale, 
the hippopotamus or the wolf?

c. What animal do scientists think is the 
common ancestor of the hippo and the 
cetaceans, and how long ago did it live?

4. Using the diagram showing the evolution of the 
cetaceans, describe the physical changes over 
time.

9.2 Shark Bay and the Persian Gulf  

(14:00 – 22:43)

The Evolution of Sea Mammals
Whales, dolphins and porpoises are mammals. 
Together they are a group of mammals called 
cetaceans. Their ancestors lived on land long 
ago. We know this because:

• cetaceans need to breathe air;

• the bones of their fins are similar to the 
limbs of land mammals (see diagram 
below);

• their spines are more similar to a land 
mammal s than to a sh s.

Skeleton of a blue whale

Scientists did not understand the evolution of 
sea mammals ntil recentl . t rst, scientists 
thought that cetaceans and wolves evolved 
from a common ancestor because they had 
similar teeth, However, recent fossil evidence 
suggests that whales and dolphins are related 
to the hippopotamus. Their common ancestor 
lived 50 million years ago and was called the 
pakicetus. The diagram below shows the 
evolution of the ancestors of the modern 
cetaceans, from 50 -14 million years ago.

Pakicetus,  
50 Ma

Ambulocetus,  
49 Ma

Kutchicetus,  
48 Ma

Protocetus,  
45 Ma

Squalodon,  
33-14 Ma
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A  Before you watch

1. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. What kinds of organism are classed as algae?

b. Why are they similar to plants?

c. Why is algae important to life on Earth?

Algae is the general name for a large group 

of organisms which live in water. They take 

in in carbon dioxide and release oxygen. 

There is so much algae that together 

it creates 75% of all the oxygen in the 

atmosphere. There are many different kinds 

of algae, from tiny, simple organisms to 

giant plant-like kelp, which grow in “kelp 

forests” in temperate seas.

Algae

B  As you watch

1. Where are the humpback whales traveling from 
and to?

2. How do the humpback whales communicate 
with each other?

3. At what time of year are the temperate seas 
most productive?

4. Why is the reason for this increased 
productivity?

5. What do salps look like?
6. What do they eat?
7. What sea creatures are krill similar to?

C  After you watch

1. What animals were migrating in the video and 
why were they migrating?

2. Find California on the map on pages 126 and 
127. Which coast of the USA is it on?

9.3 Temperate Seas (22:43 – 31:00)

6. Fish

Fish live in water. They are found almost everywhere on 
earth: in rivers, streams, seas and oceans. There are around 

,000 species of sh in the orld

ll fish
• live in water, but some can come on to land.
• are vertebrates (have a backbone) .
• breath oxygen through gills.
• ha e ns on their odies.
• hatch from eggs.

Most fish
• have scales.
• are cold-blooded, but some are warm-blooded.

Animal Class: A guide to Animal Classifications

Is it a Fish?
Are the following animals 

sh  h
a. a seahorse
b. a ell sh
c. a cat sh
d. a shrimp

  shoal of fish o  the coast of a a ew 
Guinea.
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9.4 Sea Predators, Sea Prey (31:00 – 40:50)

A  Before you watch

1. Match the animals to the pictures.
a. star sh
b. squid

c. shark

d. stingray

B  As you watch

1. What is special about the teeth of sea urchins?
2. How does the sunflower starfish taste for food?
3. How do brittle stars try to defend themselves?
4. How does the sunflower starfish eat its prey?
5. How do the adult chokker squid communicate?
6. What do seals eat and what eats the seals?

C  After you watch

1. Were the sea urchins primary or secondary 
consumers?

2. Were the sunflower starfish primary or 
secondary consumers?

3. Which of the animals in the video were 
invertebrates, which were mammals and which 
were fish? Use the information in Animal Class, 
below, to help you. Watch the video again if 
necessary.

7. Invertebrates

You have seen that insects are invertebrates (animals 
with no backbone) but there are many other species 
of invertebrate. Scientists think that 97% of all animal 
species are invertebrate. This is over 1.3 million 
species. Arachnids (e.g. spiders) are invertebrates, 
and so are worms and centipedes. Marine (sea and 
fresh ater  in erte rate ro ps incl de star sh, 
sea snails and prawns (shrimp). There are so many 
different species that it is impossi le to identif  
common characteristics, except for two:

All invertebrates:
• have no backbone.
• are cold-blooded.

Animal Class: A guide to Animal Classifications

 Krill are crustaceans, a group of invertebrate species 
similar to shrimp or prawn, which live in all the world's 
oceans and are food for most sea animals.

Is it an Invertebrate?
Are the following animals 
invertebrates? Why?

a. a crab
b. a scorpion
c. a sea urchin
d. a millipede

i. ii.

iii. iv.
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9.5 Polar Seas (40:50 – End)

A  Before you watch

1. Discuss and answer the questions.
a. What do you think polar seas are like?

b. What animals do you expect to live there?

2. Read the text and find these locations on a map.
a. The Roaring Forties

b. The Furious Fifties

c. The Screaming Sixties

Southern Winds
In the southern hemisphere there are several 
areas of very strong wind, which are named after 
their latitudes. These are the Roaring Forties, the 
Furious Fifties and the Screaming Sixties. 
The Roaring Forties are an area in the southern 
hemisphere between the latitudes of 40  and 50 . 
The Furious Fifties lie between 50 and 60  south, 
and the Screaming Sixties are above 60  south.
These strong winds are caused by three main 
factors: 
1. air moving towards the poles;
2. the rotation of the Earth;
3. few land-masses to slow down or stop the 

winds.

B  As you watch

1. Who do the king penguins share their beach 
with?

2. How long do king penguin chicks stay with 
their mothers?

3. What mammal tries to prey on the penguins, 
and what is its usual diet?

4. Why is it not easy for the seals to kill the 
penguins?

C  After you watch

1. After watching the penguins and seals move on 
land, what can you say about their evolution?

2. What might happen to both species in the far 
future?

3. Read the text and answer the questions.
a. Why is there a decrease in the number of krill?

b. What problems could this cause to other sea 
animals?

c. How might this also be a problem for 
humans?

4. Discuss the questions
a. Who should be responsible for taking care of 

the world's seas? Why?

b. What can people do to help save the world's 
seas?

Krill are very tiny sea animals, which look like 
small shrimp. They are important in the food 
chain because there are so many of them; 
they are the staple food of almost all other 
sea animals (or their young). Unfortunately, in 
recent years, the number of krill in the world's 
oceans has decreased by up to 80%.

The reasons for the decrease are probably 
related to humans. Some countries harvest 
large amounts of krill for humans to eat. 

thers se rill to feed sh for h mans to 
eat, and others sell krill oil as a health food. 
Additionally, some scientists think that the 
amount of carbon dioxide in the ocean is 
dangerous for krill and may be killing them. 
Also, increasing temperatures have warmed 
the oceans. This may also be reducing the 
number of krill, or stopping them breeding.

Scientists are aware that krill are very 
important to the world's oceans, and some 
co ntries are shin  responsi l , t the 
world's population continues to grow and 
the climate is still changing, so we do not yet 
know what the future is for krill or for other 
sea creatures.

WHO'S KILLING  
THE KRILL?
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Unit 9: Shallow Seas - 

Focus on Myanmar

Along the southern coastline of Myanmar, in 
Tanintharyi Region, is an archipelago of islands called 
the Myeik Archipelago. Around this area, most of 
Myanmar's coral reefs are found. Currently, 65 coral 
species have been catalogued in Myanmar's reefs, but 
there are probably many more. Because there have 
been very few surveys, we do not yet know much 
about Myanmar's reefs. The Reefs at Risk in South 
East Asia (RRSEA) project estimates that Myanmar 
has 656 square miles (mi2) (1,700 km2) of coral reefs.

According to the project, 56 percent of Myanmar's reefs 
are threatened. The research suggests that overfishing 
is the main threat to nearly one half of Myanmar's 
reefs. Destructive fishing, coastal development, and 
sedimentation each threaten around 10 percent of 
Myanmar's reefs. 

In May 2014, a team of scientists from Flora and 
Fauna International (FFI) recorded hundreds of 
species around the 800-island archipelago, including 
at least four new species of coral, as well as several 
invertebrates and fish. Discoveries included 
barramundi cod, ghost pipe fish and species of coral 
present that have never been recorded in Myanmar 
waters before.

FFI is now talking with the government and local 
community representatives about how to protect 
the area, which is also on a list of proposed World 
Heritage Sites. "There are no protected areas of coral 
in Myanmar. That's our big mission,” said Frank 
Momberg, FFI program director for Myanmar.

The team discovered some reefs had up to 80 percent 
"hard coral coverage", which means they can be 
classified as “excellent” according to global standards. 
The scientists also said they were surprised to discover 
coral growing even in areas where water visibility was 
very low.

The archipelago’s position between the Pacific and 
Indian oceans means it is a unique habitat, with 
marine life from both waters, Mr Momberg said.

MyAnMAr'S ThrEATEnEd CorAl 

rEEfS
In the Myeik Archipelago | http://www.mmtimes.com/index.php/national-news/10434-myeik-marine-

survey-prompts-calls-for-protection.html

 Coral reef on the coast of Myanmar's Andaman 
Islands.

1. Answer the questions.
a. Why does science currently know very 

little about Myanmar's coral reefs?
b. What is the biggest threat to the reefs at 

the moment?
c. Why are the reefs important and 

interesting for scientists?
d. What way of protecting the reefs does the 

text suggest?
e. What surprised scientists about the coral 

reefs in the archipelago?
f. What makes the reefs a unique habitat?

2. Discuss:
a. What else can be done to protect 

Myanmar's reefs?
b. Whose responsibility should it be to 

protect the reefs? Why?
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Additional Activities

1. To graph these statistics as parts of a whole, find the estimated percentage of each type of algae. 

finding Averages 

Percentage = (Estimated Number of Species / Total Number of Species) x 100

Total Estimated number of Species:

name Percentage of All Algae

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

2. Transfer these percentages into a pie chart showing the distribution of the different kinds of algae. 
Remember:

the circle represents 100%, or the total number of estimated species
the percentage should match with the amount of the circle it covers. If a type of algae is 
estimated to have 50% of all species, then it should cover half the pie chart. 
to give the chart a title.
to fill in the key.

Example:

Algae overload

There is no way to know exactly how many species of algae there are in the world. We can only 

estimate the numbers of different types of algae. Chlorophyte is a green algae, which is mostly found 

in fresh water, but can also live in the ocean and even in deserts. There may be up to 13,000 different 

species of chlorophyte. Chlorophyte’s cousin is charophyte, which is also green. They live in fresh 

water and do not like salt. There could be 9,000 species of charophyte. Ochrophytes are brown or 

yellow-brown in colour, and scientists are still learning about them. There could be 21,000 species 

of brown algae in the world. Meanwhile, most of the 14,000 possible species of red algae are found 

almost	always	in	the	sea.	Blue-green	algae	are	tiny,	like	bacteria,	so	they	are	difficult	to	count,	and	they	
live in almost every environment, from wet rocks to Antarctica. There are an estimated 8,000 kinds.

Data estimates from: http://www.seaweed.ie/guiry/pdfs/How_Many_Published.pdf

Key

Skills Work
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